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Hermeneutics—Jewish: Rabbinic

Rabbinic Interpretation
A. Emphasis: Torah
• experience of Jewish exile
• Ezra’s reforms

B. Key: rabbinic traditions
• interpretation by citation (“Quote a sage, save an argument.”)

• Weaknesses: elevated halakah to Scriptural 
authority,’ new insight muffled

C. Methods: literal, midrashic, tradition
• Literal strengths: arguing from the plain sense, cross-

referencing strategy

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Rabbinic

Rabbinic Interpretation
C. Methods: literal, midrashic, tradition
• Midrashic strengths: pastoral motive, audience 

centered (assumes wording carries deeper 
contemporary meaning revealed through exegetical 
rules), desire to update scriptural authority
• Weaknesses: atomistic, hyper-literalism, 

overemphasis on tradition
D. Contributions
• importance of context
• strategy of comparing similar topics
• principle of using clear passages before obscure



Hermeneutics—Jewish: Rabbinic

Rabbinic Interpretation
D. Contributions
• focus on grammar, figures of speech
• acknowledging accommodation in revelation
• goal of practical application

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Rabbinic Model

Rabbinic Model
GOD

Jewish Exilic Heritage
TEXT

Hermeneutical Key

AUDIENCEINTERPRETER

• worldview: theo-
centric; ancient 
cosmology; Jewish 
nationalism

• exegetical tool: 
rabbinic tradition

• Authority located 
in the text

• Torah emphasis
• Literal method
• Rules of exegesis 

were developed
• Biblical setting 

assumed same as 
contemporary

• serious attention 
to practical appli-
cation

• however, focus 
more on whole 
nation, not 
individuals

TEXT INTERPRETER AUDIENCE
Hermeneutical Key

QumranHellenisticRabbinic

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Hellenistic

Jewish Interpretation

Hellenistic

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Hellenistic—Intro

Hellenistic Interpretation—Intro
A. Plato’s philosophy (428–348 B.C.)
• ontological duality: true reality lies behind physical
• perception is illusion: material only reality’s shadow
• reality is spiritual (“idea” vs. “form”)

B. Plato applied to literature
• written text (material “form”) only the shadow
• real meaning (spiritual “idea”) hidden behind text
• allegory developed to derive true, hidden meaning



Hermeneutics—Jewish: Hellenistic—Intro

Hellenistic Interpretation—Intro

C. Philo of Alexandria (20 B.C.–A.D. 50)
• allegorized two meanings in Scripture
• used idea of duality of humankind (body/soul)
• literal: surface meaning of text (shadow, “body”)
• allegorical: deeper meaning of text (reality, “soul”)
• developed rules when to use allegory

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Hellenistic

Hellenistic Interpretation
A. Emphasis: social accommodation
• experience of Jewish diaspora
• Philo’s apologetics

B. Key: philosophy
• interpretation by rational argument
• Weaknesses: favors philosophy over Scriptural 

distinctives

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Hellenistic

Hellenistic Interpretation
C. Method: allegory
• Strengths
• recognizes limitations of language
• attempts to relate faith to culture
• Weaknesses
• subjective (ignores historical, literary context)
• arbitrary (builds completely artificial constructs 

between text and meaning)

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Hellenistic Model

Hellenistic Model
GOD

Jewish Diaspora Setting
TEXT

Hermeneutical Key

AUDIENCEINTERPRETER

• worldview: theo-
centric, Platonic

• presupposition: 
use philosophy

• exegetical tool: 
allegory

• Authority only 
secondarily in text

• Emphasize social 
accommodation

• Allegorical method
• Rules of exegesis 

were developed
• Biblical setting not 

important

• apologetic: relate 
Jewish faith to 
Hellenistic culture

• practical applica-
tion to every day 
life ignored

TEXT INTERPRETER AUDIENCE
Hermeneutical Key



QumranHellenisticRabbinic

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran

Jewish Interpretation

Qumran

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran—Intro

Qumran Interpretation—Intro
A. Dead Sea Scrolls (150 B.C.—A.D. 68)
• Hasmonean historical background
•Jerusalem’s high priestly apostasy (non-Zadokite)
•priestly dissenters ignored, disenfranchised
• Teacher of Righteousness arises
•establishes wilderness monastic, priestly community
• final generation awaiting messiah and the end
• Prophetic books emphasized
•Jerusalem’s coming apocalyptic judgment by God
•Qumran’s covenant renewal as true Israel

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran—Intro

Qumran Interpretation—Intro

B. Community’s end
• destroyed by Roman army in A.D. 68
• completely disappeared from historical memory
• scrolls discovered two thousand years later in 1947

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran

Qumran Interpretation
A. Emphasis: prophecy
• experience of religious disenfranchisement
• Teacher of Righteousness’s leadership, teachings

B. Key: apocalyptic messianism
• interpretation by contemporization
• Weaknesses: prohetic texts overemphasized, 

ambiguous texts manipulated, contradicting texts 
suppressed, contrary contemporary data ignored



Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran

Qumran Interpretation
C. Method: pesher
• Strength: strong sense of divine control of history
• Weaknesses
• subjective (ignores historical, literary context)
• arbitrary (builds completely artificial constructs 

between text and meaning)
• textual emendation to fit interpretation

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran

Qumran Interpretation
D. Contributions
• Illustrates classic hermeneutical issues:
• importance of philosophy of history to theology
• importance of worldview to hermenutical process
• unique interpretive problems of prophetic texts
• Showcases Jewish apocalyptic as crucial to 

understanding the New Testament world

Hermeneutics—Jewish: Qumran Model

Qumran Model
GOD

Religious Disenfranchisement
TEXT

Hermeneutical Key

AUDIENCEINTERPRETER

• worldview: theo-
centric, apocalyp-
tic messianism

• presupposition: 
end of time

• exegetical tool: 
pesher

• Authority only 
secondarily in text

• Emphasis on 
prophetic literature

• Pesher method
• Biblical setting not 

important

• concern to show 
contemporary 
events as prophet-
ic fulfillment

• practical needs 
sublimated to 
monastic life

TEXT INTERPRETER AUDIENCE
Hermeneutical Key

Hermeneutics—Jewish Models: Summary

Jewish Models—Summary
Rabbinic Hellenistic Qumran

• Emphasis: Torah

• Key: tradition
• Methods: literal, 

midrashic, tradi.
• Contributions: 

context, cross-ref-
erences, clear 
before obscure, 
grammar focus, 
accommodation, 
practical applica.

• Emphasis: social 
accommodation

• Key: philosophy
• Methods: allegory

• Contributions: 
recognizing the 
limitations of 
language, relating 
faith to culture

• Emphasis: pro-
phecy

• Key: apocalyptic
• Methods: pesher

• Contributions: 
illustrates classic 
issues (history, 
worldview, pro-
phecy), show-
cases Jewish 
apocalyptic


